
PAIR USDCAD Market View:

DATE & TIME

CHARTING TIMEZONE

TO DO SHORT

Entry Point: (waiting) 1.0210

TP 1: 1.0150

TP 2: 1.0050

SL 1: 1.0230

SL 2: 1.0230

RRR 1: (Return to risk) 3.00

RRR 2: (Return to risk) 8.00

Weekly view

Daily View

H4 View

9/6/2013

Last week, the loonie attempt to go high again but only to find resistance at 1.0380 level, 20pips away from my 

short position. Last Friday, the unemployment rate fell to 7.1% and employment change was 95K against 16.1k, 

adding more bull force (i.e. bear against USDCAD) to the loonie. 

I remained bearish on the USDCAD after it has broke down 1.0200 level and closing at 1.0190. Shall take up a 

SHORT position at 1.0210 level and expecting the loonie to head to 1.0150 followed by 1.0050.

WEEK 24

A bear  engulf on the resistance 
signal a potential downtrend 
movement on the loonie. 

Still, do note that 100SMAs is 
about to crossover 200SMAs 

As lagged as they are, 
last week showed that 
the loonie have 
showed signs of 
divergence in their 
movement against 

After struggling for long, the 
bull force lost to the bear 
force. Note, every bull was 
counter with bear force next 
day. 
The breakout of 1.0300 was a 

MACD/RSI shows of 
divergence in price action 
movement. Strongly support 
by indicators. 

Previously I was still expecting another 
movement uptrend to re-test 1.0400 
resistance level, only to met with more 
bears at 1.0380 level 

A break-out from 1.0300 
level and an attempt to re-
test that level only found 
themselves with more bear-

Likewise, a breakout from 
the channel trendline, 
passing by the 1.0220 
support level indicates a 

MACD/RSI supports the 
bearish movement as 
there's no divergence 
seen yet.  



H1 View

MACD/RSI supports the 
bearish movement as 
there's no divergence 
seen yet.  

The loonie has broken previous low support and attempted to re-
test that level again too.  


